POLKADOT EGG WARMER ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
The Transfer
1. Cut one (1) piece of plain/muslin fabric 4 ¼” x 6”
2. Cover the Aunt Martha® transfer design with tissue
paper (available colonialpatterns.com)
3. Trace the design using a transfer pencil (available
colonialpatterns.com)
4. Turn the paper over so the image side is down, place
it on the fabric; pin in place.
5. Iron over the paper (no steam!). Tip: Sliding the
iron can smear the image.
6. Let the paper cool a bit before removing.
7. Embroider the transfer. Place embroidered piece
stitched side down on a sheet of double sided fusible web. Pat in place. Cut around the four sides of
the embroidered piece. Do not remove the sheet’s
backing.

The Warmer
Egg Warmer Bluedot
1. Cut 2 6” x 8 1/4” pieces (these are the outer layers)
2. Cut 4 6” x 7 ½” pieces ( 2 lining & 2 insulating of thin,
light weight batting )
3. Peel sheet’s backing from embroidered piece & place on
front side of 1 outer layer. Follow fusible web pressing
instructions.
4. Squeeze tacky glue to back of rick rack and pat in place
around the 4 sides of the embroidered piece.
5. Make 2 stacks: 1 outer layer (right side up), 1 batting, 1
lining (right side down).
6. Pin stacks together, outer layers facing.
7. Sew a ½” seam around the two sides and top. Leave
bottom open.
8. Trim seam close to stitching. Turn right side out. Use a
rounded edge (crochet hook, non-serrated knife, spoon
handle) to gently poke the corners to a nice silhouette.
9. Squeeze tacky glue to inside of outer layer’s bottom
edge and turn up, covering the bottom edges of the 2
interior layers. Finger press in place. Let dry.

APRONED EGG WARMER ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
The Transfer
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Cut two (2) pieces of plain/muslin fabric 4 ¾” x 4”
Cover the Aunt Martha® transfer design with tissue paper (available colonialpatterns.com)
Trace the design using a transfer pencil (available colonialpatterns.com)
Turn the paper over so the image side is down, place it on the fabric; pin in place.
Iron over the paper (no steam!). Tip: Sliding the iron can smear the image.
Let the paper cool a bit before removing.

Egg Warmer Apron
The Apron
1. Embroider the transfer.
2. Pin the 2 pieces of fabric together, embroidered side
facing in; cut out, using apron template as a guide.
3. Sew a ½” seam around sides and bottom, leaving
top seam open. Trim close to edge.
4. Turn right side out. Iron flat.
5. Squeeze tacky glue to bottom edge of rick rack and
finger press onto back of apron.
6. Fold waistband_ties strip in half. Iron. Open. Apply
tacky glue to entire inside surface.
7. Center apron on bottom fold of glue-y fabric. Turn
over top fold, covering apron’s open seam and
matching the edges of the ties. Let dry.
8. Cut 2 6” x 8 ¼” pieces (these are the outer layers),
using dress template as a guide.

Egg Warmer Dress
1. Cut 4 6” x 7 ½” pieces ( 2 lining & 2 insulating of
thin, light weight batting ), using dress template as
a guide.
2. Make 2 stacks: 1 outer layer (right side up), 1 batting, 1 lining (right side down).
3. Pin stacks together, outer layers facing.
4. Begin at the bottom of one side and sew a ½” seam,
stitching in ½” at dress top. Repeat with other side.
Leave bottom open.
5. Trim side seams close to stitching. Trim top seams
only to opening. Turn right side out through the
opening. Use a rounded edge (crochet hook, nonserrated knife, spoon handle) to gently poke the
corners to a nice silhouette.
6. Fold the unsewn layers at top opening to the inside.
Finger press and pin in place.
7. Tack the pearl necklace to the inside edge of the
opening.
8. Slip stitch the opening closed.
9. Squeeze tacky glue to inside of the outer layer’s bottom edge and turn up, covering the bottom edges of
the 2 interior layers. Finger press in place. Let dry.
10. Tie on the apron.

The transfer is provided with the compliments of Colonial Patterns, Inc./Aunt Martha’s Transfer

